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Don't go changing
I don't know about you but I'm certainly glad I have an SMSF today. This current government likes us
and Assistant Treasurer Arthur Sinodinos pretty much confirmed this morning that there won't be too
much tinkering with SMSF regulation. The big super guns are scared, but so they should be, and now
they've come under the spotlight too, with the government worried about their corporate governance
structures.
Today, to give you an insight on what we're actually doing with our fund, Maureen explains how we're
going about rebalancing the Switzer SMSF in this market. Charlie Aitken is back from his overseas
jaunt, and talks about some of the cyclical themes and why he likes JBH and WOW, while Ron Bewley
explains his view on the energy sector and how he is going about buying more in this sector.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Why we are rebalancing the Switzer family SMSF
by Maureen Jordan
I recently took a long hard look at our portfolio and, of
our 24 stocks, I really liked 20. They were all “in the
money” and paying pretty good dividends. But there
were four stocks that were out of the money that I had
bought for the wrong reasons and had never
delivered. Fortunately, they were small investments,
no punts, and were funded from the small amount we
allocate to speculative plays.
Looking at them, their track record, their management
and the competitive environment, which included that
new age dog – Newcrest – I argued the case with my
fellow trustees that we should kill them off and go for
a real punt with potential — freelancer.com!
Freelancer (FLN)

A: I regularly look at the stocks we hold. As I am
across a lot of economic, business and company
news, I’m always wondering if we should hold more
or less of a stock. Peter’s interviews on Switzer with
Bank of Queensland CEO, Stuart Grimshaw was a
reason we bought BOQ and when real estate experts
such as John Edwards of Residex and Century 21’s
Charles Tarbey told him that the Gold Coast property
markets were improving, we bought more BOQ.
Q: How important is it for SMSF trustees to do
this regularly?
A. Looking at the portfolio regularly is better than
setting and forgetting but it does not mean you have
to do regular clean outs.
Q: What time of year do you usually do it?
I do it a lot (I like checking how our money is going!)
but after earnings season and after outlook
statements have been digested makes sense.
Q: What are you doing this time?

I like and believe in chief executive officer Matt Barrie
and think the company has potential but there could
be some competitive threats out there, though I think
Barrie and his team could be up to those threats. But
it is a punt and I am happy to run with it, as it is a
small outlay.
In talking about this at our editorial meeting the other
Friday, the editor of the Switzer Super Report, Penny
Pryor, shot the following questions at me and here
are my answers.
Q: How often do you rebalance/clean out your
portfolio?

A. We have given the four companies we have
persisted with enough time to turn around their stories
and while I think they have some upside as their
share prices were on the too low side, I didn’t think
the upside was going to be huge.
Q. Why is that?
A. Their competitive environment was tough and their
management was not impressive.
Q. How long does it take you (ie do you do it in a
day or over a week or longer)?
A: As it is not a scheduled clean out but one that can
be determined by two issues – say, continued poor
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performance and then the arrival of a better
opportunity – it can be done in one go to realise the
money to then put it into the alternative investment.
Q: What sectors/stocks do you like in this current
market?
A: Our freelancer.com play was a speculative one for
a nice result in a few years time, hopefully, but
generally I am looking for companies that have been
ignored in the current rally. I am looking for smaller
companies that have potential for capital gain as the
market does well in 2014, but at the same time I want
them to have a history of being a good dividend
payer. It means I could miss out on big capital gains
but for my super fund I want companies that pay
dividends – even through market crashes. Call it
boring but I know there are a lot market slumps
ahead so I know my capital will go up and down and
that’s why I want the certainty of dividends.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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It’s all about the cyclicals – JBH, WOW and a Dick
Smith float
by Charlie Aitken
Late last week and earlier this week, over three days,
I met with Asian long only, hedge fund and family
office investors, who control over a trillion dollars in
assets.

Australia and that period saw very strong
outperformance from East Coast cyclicals.

When you embark on these investor road shows to
talk about Australian specific investments, you can
never be quite sure what reception you will get.
However, I must say, on this round, I was very
pleasantly surprised by the constructive attitude
towards Australia and the way the Asian investment
community approaches generating alpha from
Australian equities.

Where there was the greatest debate was on
Australian consumer discretionary stocks. Nobody
really disagreed that rising median property prices,
rising consumer confidence, rising superannuation
balances, rising equity prices (particularly those
owned by mums and dads) and full employment
should lead to Australian households loosening their
purse strings to a degree. The much larger debate
was about discretionary retail stock selection in
Australia.

What really impressed me and got me heavily
engaged is everyone wanted to talk domestic macro
themes and individual stock selection. The focus was
very, very domestic and on how to capture maximum
alpha in Australia. Any Australian idea had to offer
growth/value similar or better than what was on offer
in greater Asia.
How to invest in Australia
My answer to how to approach Australia, if I was
sitting in Asia, was relatively simple. It didn’t get too
much disagreement.
I said I would be short AUD/USD as the overlay trade
with an 80 US cents target, then be high conviction
long specific domestic structural and cyclical growth
themes that are supported by monetary policy, fiscal
policy or legislation. The biggest ideas are supported
by all three.
When I was speaking to Asian investors, I strongly
encouraged them to think about a more normalised
Australian economy, with conservative political
leadership and a more balanced GDP contribution
from traditional Australian sectors. They really need
to dust off the playbook from the early to mid-00?s in

Let’s go shopping!

The generally feeling is the good retailers in Australia
with a structural advantage of some nature are very
well priced, while those who are facing structural
challenges are cheap for valid reasons. Many Asian
investors had genuine concerns about the long-term
ramifications of global brands, such as Zara, H&M
and Top Shop arriving in Australia. They see these
companies as “fast moving fashion goods” (FMFG)
and likely to make traditional Australian department
store offerings look poor value and slow in terms of
seasonal fashion.
I think that FMFG concern is a genuine structural
change in Australian retailing and I suspect for people
like Premier Investments (PMV), Myer (MYR) and
David Jones (DJS), it restricts Asian investor interest.
However, I did get an audience to come around to JB
Hi-Fi (JBH) in terms of consumer electronics and I
also suspect the Dick Smith float will get Asian
investor interest on the same basis.
Interestingly though, Woolworths (WOW) came up a
lot as a relative value way of playing consumer
spending rising in Australia, with Asian investors far
more tolerant of short-term start-up losses in the
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Masters strategy than many domestic investors. I
suspect WOW could get Asian default money, if we
see further data evidence of a rise in domestic
consumer spending.
Confirmation bias
The final point I left Asian investors to consider on
this East Coast recovery theme is the fact I think
analysts and the market in Australia are very slow in
cyclicals.
There appears to be about a six-month delay
between real time evidence of activity increasing in
Australian cyclical industries and consensus analyst
numbers being upgraded. I stressed to Asian
investors that the majority of Australian industrial
cyclical analysts wait for confirmation from the
companies of better profitability, which leads to a
clear time arbitrage opportunity in Australian cyclicals,
once the upgrade arrives.
Right here, right now, the consensus view from
strategists and cyclical analysts is that Australian
East Coast cyclicals have run ahead of fundamentals.
There are sell/neutral recommendations everywhere.
I can’t stress enough how much I disagree with that
view. I strongly believe that current-year and
particularly forward-year consensus estimates in
Australian cyclicals are underestimated. I believe we
are at the infancy of a multi-year earnings upgrade
cycle, where P/E will be added concurrently with
EPS/DPS upgrades.
I simply believe analysts are underestimating both the
top down and bottom up drivers of East Coast cyclical
earnings. That was the no.1 message I left with Asian
investors and I think they are dusting off the research
files on these deeply cyclical East Coast Australian
names that they haven’t looked at for many, many
years.
It’s all about stock picking now.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Message to SMSFs – we love you just the way you
are
by Penny Pryor
SMSFs have found a friend in the current government
and Assistant Treasurer, Arthur Sinodinos.
On the same day the government released a
discussion paper that could severely change the way
many large industry superannuation funds are
governed, the Assistant Treasurer stressed that,
philosophically, this government liked people taking
responsibility for their own savings.
He acknowledged that the SMSF regulatory regime
was more light touch than that which governed the
larger superannuation funds i.e. APRA.
“I prefer them to keep a fairly flexible regime, as long
as they understand that taking responsibility for your
own savings means taking responsibility for your own
savings,” Senator Sinodinos said in a question and
answer session at a Financial Services Council and
AMP breakfast.
He also dismissed concerns that borrowing to invest
in property by SMSFs was building a property bubble.
“The challenge there is a lot of the people in this
space tend to go with the areas they are most
familiar,” he said.

The main issue that will create angst for, particularly,
the industry superannuation funds, is the composition
of superannuation trustee boards.
For industry funds these boards currently require
equal numbers of member representatives and
employer representatives. It looks like they will now
require independent directors as well.
“The government believes that having appropriate
provision of independent directors on superannuation
trustee boards is a vital step towards strengthening
the superannuation system,” the paper says.
The paper wants to canvass what the definition of an
independent director should be and what a
superannuation trustee board should look like.
Sinodinos said the suggestions were not based on
philosophy but were designed to bring
superannuation funds more in line with corporate
governance standards of companies.
“This is not ideological, the principles we are basing
this on are the principles of transparency,” he told
attendees at the breakfast.
The paper is open for discussion until February 2014.

However, over time, if you keep raising the level of
financial literacy, he stressed, people will understand
the importance of diversifying their assets.
Governance changes
Sinodinos says the governance changes announced
today in the ‘Better regulation and governance,
enhanced transparency and improved competition in
superannuation’ discussion paper cover are
designed to bring stability back to the superannuation
system.

FOFA reforms
The Assistant Treasurer also confirmed this morning
that the Future of Financial Advice reforms for the
financial planning industry are likely to be rolled back
by this government.
The FOFA reforms were introduced to reduce some
of the conflicts in financial advice remuneration
systems that could encourage planners to
recommend products based on their remuneration,
rather than client need.
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“What we were concerned about with FOFA was
there was too much regulation in the changes Labor
made,” Sinodinos said.
Those concerns relate to making financial advice
inaccessible to many.
“We want to reduce the cost of providing advice,” he
said.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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How I’m topping up my energy stocks
by Ron Bewley
I have been struggling for some time to get into a new
stock in this sector for at least six months. I have had
reasonable holdings of Woodside Petroleum (WPL)
and Santos (STO) for many years but, as I wrote in
my last column, I am thinking of increasing my energy
exposure. Since I like to diversify when reasonable, I
have been watching Oil Search (OSH) closely and I
have not yet ruled out Origin Energy (ORG), in
preference to topping up Santos and Woodside.

programme. That both the Presidents of Iran and the
USA claimed victory from the talks last Sunday,
suggests not much has really changed. The first
round effect on oil prices was down – as were the
stock prices for Oil Search, Origin, Santos and
Woodside – on Monday, but there was a little bounce
back on Tuesday. It would be worth keeping an eye
on broker recommendations and share prices over
the next few days – just in case a story develops.

Is big better?

The future is now

The two reasons for considering Oil Search and
Origin over others in the sector, are that they have big
enough market capitalisations for inclusion in my
super fund and they have quite good consensus
ratings (Table 1). Please see my website
www.woodhall.com.au (under the ‘Market Updates’
tab) for how I calculate consensus ratings.

My sector statistics in Table 2 continue to show
possible large capital gains in the energy sector – far
more than in any other sector using my methodology.
Indeed, my forecast gain of 29.6% over the next year
is more than double the forecast gain of any other
sector.

Table 1: Data on companies in the ASX 200?s
Energy sector

Although I have less faith in brokers’ target prices –
in a sense a price forecast for 12 months out – than I
do in the earnings and dividend forecasts I use in my
sector forecast modelling – I have nevertheless
analysed the target data to help form my current view.
I found a large discrepancy in the energy sector
between these two approaches to valuing
stocks/sectors that I need to rationalise.
Thomson-Reuters supply the lowest, highest and
median price target for each stock over a number of
brokers (usually between 10 and 20 for large cap
stocks). The median should be a reasonable
representation of broker views, as there are usually
five or so brokers on each side.

The energy sector only returned 2.8% since my last
six-monthly review, against a market gain of 7.9%. All
four of my stocks under consideration beat the sector
return and no other large cap stock did. Of course, a
lot is going on this week, as Iran has negotiated a
deal with six western countries over its nuclear
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Table 2: ASX 200 sector statistics

Chart 1: Oil Search (OSH)

Note: the Thomson Reuters Datastream data are
current to the close of business 25 November 2013.
The four options
I have plotted stock prices for the four stocks in
Charts 1 – 4, making sure that the target prices have
been shifted to show them as forecasts in 12 months
time, rather than a valuation for today. That is, we
only have price data to November 2013 but targets to
November 2014.
Starting with Oil Search in Chart 1, the track record
over 2013 is fairly impressive. The share price rose
from around $7 to about $8.50 and the median target
led that trend. What is unimpressive is that the target
price flattens out from here to end at about $9.
Importantly, the target price has fallen a little in recent
weeks. I think I am going to have to see a $7 figure in
the price to get me excited enough to buy. And not
only do we have the Iran talks to consider but also
PNG, as Oil Search comes up against a debt hurdle
next March in that country. So if I buy soon, I might
think of taking any profits off the table in a few
months. Not really SMSF fare, unless the brokers
start to up the targets to match my interpretation of
their earnings and dividends forecasts!

The Origin Chart 2 does not make sense to me. The
target prices have been falling, while the stock price
was level and then climbing. The median target price
has stabilised but it is only around current levels. That
is less than exciting. Clearly, the brokers were not on
top of this company.
Chart 2: Origin Energy (ORG)

Note: the Thomson Reuters Datastream data are
current to the close of business 25 November 2013.
The Santos data in Chart 3 is a little like that for
Origin, but at least the target price is reasonably
above the current price. Importantly, the range
between the low and high targets has narrowed
substantially in recent times. I am happy to remain
invested in Santos.
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Chart 3: Santos (STO)

Note: the Thomson Reuters Datastream data are
current to the close of business 25 November 2013.
Finally, Woodside in Chart 4 – the biggest company
in the sector – has such a large target range, until
recently, as to be close to meaningless. If I accept
these data, there is little upside to the share price, but
there is also little downside. To me, this is a
wait-and-watch stock.
Chart 4: Woodside Petroleum (WPL)

conjecture that target prices are less useful than
earnings and dividends because there might be a
tendency not to stray too far from the current price
when deciding on a target. While I have never
attempted to test this conjecture, my professional
observations over the last 30 years are enough for
me to accept the hypothesis to my satisfaction.
So my interpretation of these target price charts is
that Santos is the stand out. And with the sector
cheap (5.4% from Table 1), there could be an
opportunity to top up soon. Oil Search is on the back
burner and Woodside is a hold – at least for me. So I
am looking to top up Santos at a good price – even
current prices – but carefully watch Woodside (to
possibly sell) and Oil Search (to possibly buy). And if
it takes a month or two to arrive at my decision – so
be it.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Note: the Thomson Reuters Datastream data are
current to the close of business 25 November 2013.
My favourites
And now to my anomaly resolution! As an academic, I
researched into forecasting behaviour. I found that
forecasters often disguise their forecasts for a
number of reasons. In particular, I found that
forecasters behave differently when the forecast can
readily be compared to the outcome. For example,
many interest rate forecasters ‘follow the herd’ when
publishing their 90 day and 10 year rates but do not
herd when (implicitly) forecasting the difference
(yield) between the two. On these grounds, I
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Penny Pryor
Offshore factors were a key driver of ratings actions
today, with Telstra’s opportunities in Asia being rated
highly and Goodman Fielder’s operations in New
Zealand Diary not doing too well.
In the good books
Credit Suisse upgraded Telstra (TLS) to Outperform
from Neutral. The broker believes Telstra has a real
opportunity in Asia. Telstra Global is considered well
positioned with a strong network and product, but
below scale in terms of revenue. This could change
through partnerships and acquisitions.
CIMB Securities upgraded Fletcher Building (FBU) to
Outperform from Neutral. CIMB has surveyed
Australian homebuilders and has become more
positive on the housing recovery. Near-term growth
forecasts have been moderated for both
non-residential and engineering construction. The
broker continues to think sector valuations are full
and maintains a preference for Fletcher Building.
BA-Merrill Lynch upgraded Technology One (TNE) to
Buy (Medium Risk) from Neutral. The FY13 results
were in line with the broker’s expectations. The
outlook commentary was reassuring and Technology
One is considered well placed to deliver growth from
strong licence sales and margin improvement. The
cloud could develop into a material driver of earnings.
In the not-so-good books
Credit Suisse downgraded Metcash (MTS) to
Underperform from Neutral. Ahead of the first result
under a new CEO on December 2, Credit Suisse
thinks there is a modest risk of an earnings
downgrade and reduction in dividend payout,
emerging from strategic initiatives in the review that’s
underway. There is also a risk of a capital raising.

Goodman Fielder (GFF) was downgraded to Neutral
from Outperform by CIMB Securities and to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie, following
its annual general meeting, at which the company
said it was experiencing cost pressures in New
Zealand. Goodman Fielder sells about 100m litres of
fresh milk into the NZ market per half year. CIMB
understands the company achieved a price increase
of 10c a litre but this has not fully offset the 20c/litre
increase in farm-gate pricing. The company has not
provided guidance for FY14 but did confirm that first
half earnings will be affected by this milk discrepancy.
CIMB reduced first half earnings forecasts by 11% as
a result.
In Macquarie’s view, a highly competitive market
prevents the company from passing on significant
increases, as Goodman Fielder is caught between
having to spend more on promoting brands and
defending market share, while at the same time being
pressured by increasing retailer private label
promotion.
The above was compiled from reports on the
FNArena database, which tabulates the views of eight
major Australian and international stock brokers:
BA-Merrill Lynch, CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche
Bank, JP Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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How to supplement your income with Centrelink
benefits
by Tony Negline
In my last article I wrote about the need for retirees to
focus primarily on the income their investments can
pay them and ensure that income increases at least
as fast as the inflation rate.
As a guide, the ASFA Retirement Standard says that
for a single person to have a comfortable retirement,
they would need just under $42,000 a year in income
at present. Couples after the same objective would
need about $58,000 per annum.
You might need more or less than these numbers. I
strongly encourage you to do a very detailed financial
budget so you know how much your retirement will
cost you each year.

At present, Centrelink’s asset test sees single
homeowners loose access to the Aged Pension when
assets exceed $748,250, and couples suffer the
same fate at $1,100,500 of assessable assets. If I
assume that you also have $100,000 in non-super
assets (excluding the family home), at the level
required to earn the ASFA’s “comfortable
retirement’, you won’t be eligible to receive any
Aged Pension from Centrelink.
But you could still get some Centrelink Benefits up to
those levels. The below table shows the combination
of benefits and investment income you could receive,
if you applied my 6% return theory with different
levels of assets.

The lump sum
I estimated last week that to generate ASFA’s
retirement income amounts, single people would
need about $870,000 and couples $1.2 million in
super.
I based this on the assumption that you could initially
earn 6% per annum income in total from your
retirement assets. (This is roughly the annual return
from dividends that the ASX 200 All Ordinaries
Shares is delivering at present, including the full
refund of franking credits.) Being a little conservative
and for safety’s sake, I have applied a further haircut
of 20% – bringing this down to 4.8% pa. After that
initial return, you want the income you receive to at
least increase at the rate of inflation, which is
currently running at just over 2% per annum.
But, unfortunately, with these asset levels, you won’t
be eligible to receive any Aged Pension from
Centrelink.
There are some assumptions about these numbers:
Can I get the aged pension as well?
1. You own your own home;
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2. I’ve assumed you’ve got $100,000 in
non-super assets in retirement which don’t
generate any investment income;
3. Income from the account based pension is
4.8% pa.
4. Couples are both eligible for the aged
pension;
5. Pension payments exclude clean energy &
pension supplements;
6. Product or administration fees have not been
considered.
It is quite interesting to look at this data information
graphically:

Finally, there is one very important caveat to these
numbers – Account Based Pensions that commence
after December 2015 will be subject to deeming.
Right now ABPs receive a generous income test
assessment. I’ll be looking at the impact on these
numbers in another article soon.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Time to look outside the big stocks
by Questions of the Week
Question: What are your first two choices of the
smaller companies paying good dividends that were
recommended on Monday?

My sense is that this will change over the next 12
months – though we will need a lower Australian
dollar and improving local economy to reignite the
interest in the smaller caps.

Answer (By Peter Switzer): Thanks for your
question. Of the companies in my article, my
favourites would be Ruralco and Ardent Leisure.

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Whether or not they are worth holding in your portfolio
depends on many factors, including your personal
risk appetite and financial goals.
Question: I’m trying to understand why the big cap
stocks have increased significantly more in value over
the past year, compared to mid and small cap stocks.
I appreciate there are a lot of miners in the small cap
stocks but am still surprised at the variance.
Answer (By Paul Rickard): You are absolutely right
– this market has been driven by the large cap
stocks. Year to date, the performance difference
between the large caps and the small caps is marked:

The reason is fairly straightforward – the major yield
stocks have powered the market higher, and these
tend to be the larger cap stocks. The four major
banks, Telstra, Woolworths, Wesfarmers etc. have all
done well. At the other end, the high Australian dollar,
together with a weak domestic economy, has meant
that there hasn’t been a lot of support for the
industrial stocks (which tend to be smaller cap), and
even with the miners, the support has been for the
major low cost producers, such as BHP or RIO, rather
than with up-and-coming producers or
explorers/developers.
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